Iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles as antimicrobials for therapeutics.
The use of iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles (IMNP) in medical and pharmaceutical areas dates to the beginning of the 1970s, as carriers. Some other uses to these nanoparticles are in vitro separation, magnetic resonance imaging and drug targeting agent. Many preparations containing IMNP have been described and used in drug delivery, hyperthermia, in vitro separation, tissue repair, cellular therapy, for magnetic separation, magnetic resonance imaging, as spoilers for magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and more recently as sensors for metabolites and other biomolecules. The use of these nanostructures as antibacterial agents has also been reported, which could kill some bacteria species causing no damage to the human host cells. Recently, they have been used as hyperthermia agents to treat infections or cancer, which are more susceptible than the healthy host's cells. Engineering designs, physiochemical characteristics, biomedical applications of IMNP, toxicity and magnetic nanotoxicology have been discussed. However, the application of IMNP as antimicrobials is very important. Thus, this review explores the therapeutic activities of IMNP and their use as antimicrobial agents. These nanoparticles can be efficient for the treatment of microbial infections, probably acting as membrane permeability enhancer, damaging the cell wall or by generating reactive oxygen species.